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ISELASSIFIED 

Techmcal Note No. Aero.2040 

The ruwing drPc 2nd attstude of hulls under test are measured 
rd~tive to the undlstwbed water icvol, but at nor& runulng s~eods 
an qprfclablc doflectlon of the water surface 1s produced at the model 
testing position by 3ii aerodynxrnc prcssuse fleid of the carriage. 
'rhese def!.cCtloIrS h3110 been measured 3nd data la given for the Oo~TeC- 
t-ion of mearured draft ana attstudc values coverxng the normal. range of 
model posltlon.5 and condlt zons. Whw testzng models screened from cur- 
flew tnerc 1s an mclmatxon of the surface of -0.4 degrees at 10 fi//scc 
and a deflection of -0.23 inches at 12 ft/t/sec. It 1s therefore recom- 
mended that &IUP~ tests on hulls should be confined to speeds above 
16 ft/sec The"3 ths surface uxluutlon 1s small and the dcflectlon 
decreases steadily from -0.S snches at 16 ft/sec to -0.03 Lnches at 
36 ft/sec. Vhen tcsung models in airflow there 1s no qpreciable 
inclination of tiie icater surface and the peak deflection of -0.06 Inches 
at 12 ft/sec decreases to 4.02 mcnes at .LD ft/sec and remains at this 
value up to 38 ft/sec, 
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1 IlltrodULtiOn 

When any analjms of forces on planing hulls is required, for the 
more accurate estimation of scale effec' U or research on basic shapes, 
the main parameters are draft and attitude. In the R.A.E. Seaplane 
Tar-k the x-~w-ng draft and attitude of a model are measured relative to 
the undisturbed water level using the carriage as a datum. The track 
was acc~ratelv ralevelledl in September, 1946 and wrth regular checks 
and minor adjustments it is claimed that the carriage runs parallel to 
the undisturbed Water surface to within + 0,003 in. However it was 
suspeoted that at nor-ma'? running opeeds the nerod~ynsmic pressure field 
of the carriage was producing a deflection of the water surfaoe at the 
testing position of the model, ,and preliminary wetted surfaoe measure- 
ments on hulls showed that the deflection xas appreciable. This report 
describes the method adopted to determins this deflection and gives data 
for the correction of measured draft and attitude values. 

2 Yodel testini te+niqce 

A sketch of the carriage arrangement is shown in Fig.1. The tank 
is 7 ft wide ,snd the carriage runs along with a clearance of 2 ft 9 m. 
from the water surface. The carriage is floored except for a well 
10 ft x 4. ft in the centre in which the balanne is mounted. The model 
is attached about ti~o thirds of the way back under the rarrisge and it 
was found that the tirflow at this position was very unstead snd about 
4o”h faster than the carriage speed. A series of experiments 3 was made 
in 1944 to improve the sirflw, and the system of flaps adopted is shown 
in Fig.1. With the front fiap rsised to the horizontal position indicated 
and the rear flap as shovm the air velocity at the balance suspension L 
corresponding to the C.G. of' the modzl - is equal to the carriage speed, 
but there zs a pressure gradient gibing a velocity ratio of 1.1 at the 
nose of the model and 0.9 at +m tall. This arrangement - referred to 
hereafter as 'cnrrect tirflow condition - was used for some preliminary 
tests on afterbody ventilation3 but is net used for general hull force 
measurements as the aerodynamic components are falsifiod by the pressure 
gradient. 

Hull force measurements are usually made in the screened condition 
with the flaps as shown zn Fig.1. The front flap is lower-cd to withrn 
one inch of the water surface and the model runs in a pocket nf air 
-an-ied a1011g with the oarmagc, so enabling the measurement of almost 
purej: hydrodynannc forces. The rear flap in this case does not affect the 
airflow but is normally lowered to the 'correct asrflor+ position to pro- 
tect the rails from spray thrxm up from the model. 

3 Measurement of water surface deflection 

The water sdr:'a~e de:i'lection was determined by nomparing the indicated 
draft of a small wedge relative to the ~undisturbed water surface with the 
actual draft deduced from correspc;naing measurements of the keel wetted 
length. 

3.1 Measurement of wetted length 

A small black xedge about 4s in. long and of 45’ deadrise was 
attached to the,balsnce rise mechanism at 16' inoidence as indinated in 
F1g.2. One side of the sedge was sprayed with a $ solution of hydro- 
quinone diaoetate in acetone, the acetone evaporating almost immediately 

* There is a slight boundary layer a~~?low at the water surfaoe which 
oan become important during tests at very low draft values. 
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leaving a thin coating of the solute on the wedge. Hydroquinone diacetate 
though readily soluble III acetone is only spamngly soluble in water and 
it has been found4,5 that v&en a thin layer of such a substance is being 
dissolved off a surface, It dxsolves more rapidly in flow regions where 
there is a high pressure gradient or a turbulent boundary layer than in 
laminar flow regions with small gradients. In particular the stagnation 
line and keel wetted length on a wedge shape are clearly shown. 

The procedure used in the present tests was, after spraying, to hold 
the wedge clear of the water till the carriage reached its steady speed 
and then inmerse the wedge quickly to a preset draft value. After about 
200 ft at Me steady speed the wedge was quickly lifted clear of the water 
again and. on return to dock was dried with an sir Jet. Fig.3 shows a 
typical result. The thickness of the solute was chosen to show the keel 
wetted length accurately rather than the whole stagnation line wbichiwns 
not required for these tests. 

3.2 Measurement of indiLatcd draft 

The balance rise mecha~sm carries a direct reading scale indicating 
the draft of a model relative to a datum v?bich for these tests was set It 
zero with the point of the wedge keel just touching the undisturbed wntcr 
surface. Before each PM a stop was set to determine the approximate 
depth to which the wedge could be lowered, and during the test run the 
indicated draft was read off the scale while the wetted length was being 
recorded as described in the previous paragraph. At each carriage speed 
about three runs were made with the stop set to give a range of wetted 
lengths between 0.2 in. and 1.5 m. 

3.3 Deduction of water surface deflection , 

Fig.2 shows the quantities involved. The wedge is Let at an angle 
% to the undisturbed water surface and makes 1~1 angle 7 + 67 to the 
water surface behind the screen. Due to pxle up of the water at the 
wedge the wetted length 4 1s greater than the projected intersection 
of the wedge with the water surface 8'. Tht: water surface deflection 
ijd+ measured negative downwards is obtzined as the difference between 
the indicated draft d and the actual draft d' as follows 

a’ = 0 sin (T + 6'6) 

Sd = "3' sin-(z. + 66) - d (1) 

The only quantities known are d,& and -G. Eqmtion (1) canbe re- 
written as: >-. 

bd = &sin % - 4. - 4sin T + 4' sin 5 cos 6-x + 4' Cos'G sin 62 

6d = (4 sinr - d) - (& - 4,' cos 87) sin 'G + 4' cos2 sin 67 (2) 

%+it$ng the quantity (& sin 'c - d), in xtiich all the quantities are ~IUXVXI, 
as 6d', _ 

6d =6d' -(&-i1cos6z)sinT t!Jcos~ sin& (3) 
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As 6 tends to 0, 61 tmds to 0 and so 6dl tends to 6d. The value 
of 6~3 can therefore be obtainod by plotting bat against e for several 
values of ~3 and extrapolating the curve to 8~ 0. This method is shown 
in fig.4 for one longitudinal position nf the wedge in the screened 
condition. The results of this sxies of tests and prelimnary tests in 
a second longitudinal position showed that the method of determining &d 
could be simplified as follows: 

(a) Except for a small speed range in the screened condition the water 
surface inclination 6~ was small enough to be neglected and equation (3) 
red.uood to 

6d = Sdf - (8: 4') sinT (4) 

(b) As shown in Fig.4 the measured points can be satisfied with a series 
of straight lines or' equal slo es. This means that 4' is proportional 
to e. If &' is P 
(4) b 

iasttcn a~ ( /k).& and 6d' as (4 sin '6 - d) equation 
eCCOlllf2S) 

6d = (l/k) .e sin T - d (5) 

The valueX of k deduced from Fig.4 i s 1.091 and sinoe for these 
tests z was 16O equation (5) becomes 

sd = 0.2525 e - a (6) 

Apart from tests at about 8 ft/ser, in the screened condition where 
a slight correction for &T had to be appiied, the whole of the tests 
were calculated using equatim (6), an arithmetical mean being taken of 
the values of 6d obtsined Cut any one condition. 

4 Results 

The measured values of wetted length and indicated draft with the 
corresponding deduced values 01' the water su~aoc deflection are given 
in Tables I nmd II. The deflection was measured in two longitudinal 
positions to cover the normal range of model locations and to determine 
the local water surface inclination. 

4.1 Screened condition 

The variation of wcter surface deflection with carriage speed is 
shcwx in Fig.5a. Th~.rs is a penk deflection of -0.23 in. at 12 ft/scc, 
which is the resonant s?ced for iory mwes in the ta&~, decreasmg 
to -0.09 in. at 16 ft/seo snd -0.05 in. at 30 ft/sac. Above 12 ft/seo 
the measurements at thz two lcngitudmal positions agree in general te 
within 0.02 in. which mans that the surface inclination is less than 

5c Tests on hulls and large madges using wetted lengths up to 3 ft 
confirm that there is a fomsrd splash factor k which is indzpundent 
of fomard speed and depend E: only on the attitude and deadrise of' the 
planing bottom. 

sm The velocity of propagation of long waves is Jg x depth of water 
ana the depth of water is 4 ft 6 in. 



-0 .oEP. Below 12 ft/sec however the twc sets of measurements differ ccn- 
slderably, the maximum difference being 0.17 in. at 10 ft/sec correspond- 
ing to sn effective increase in model attitude of 0.40. The variation 
Of water surface inclination width carriage speed is shown in Fig.6. 

4.2 'Correct airflow condition 

In the 'correct sJrflcw' condition there was no measurable zncllns 
tion of the water surface snd a single curve showing the variat.tlon of 
surface deflection vsith carrisge speed for both longitudmnl positions 
has been drawn in Fig.5b. The ourve is the same general shape ns for tic. 
screened condition but the peak value at 12 ft/sec 1s reduced to -0.06 ~1. 
vvhile above 20 ft/sec the deflection is nearly constant at -0.02 in. 

5 Conclusions 

The water surface deflections produced by the aeroQnzd.c pressure 
field of the carriage arc appreciable, especially when testing models 
screened from airflow. 

5.1 Screened condition 

The surface deflection reaches -0.23 in at 12 ft/sec, the worst 
carriage speed which is the resonant speed for long wavesinthe tank, 
while at 10 ft/sec a. surface inclination of nearly -0.4O is present at 
the model testing position. It is therefore recommended that planing 
tests on hulls should only be made at speeds above 16 ft/sec, where the 
surface inclination is small and the surface deflection is not varying 
sharply wvlth carriage speed but decreases steadily from -0.09 in. at 
16 ft/seo to -0.03 in. at 36 ft/sec. The interpolated values of the 
water surface deflection and inclination at the normal model step 
position, 2.1 in. behind the C.G. attachment, are gxven in Table III 
at 1 ft/sec intervds from 4 ft/sec to 40 ft/sec. The surface deflec- 
tion snd. inclination at alternative positions can be interpolated from 
the results in Table I and the curves 3f Figs.5a ad 6. 

5.2 'Correct airflow' condition 

mere is no appreciable inclination of the water surface snd *e 
p& deflsction is -0.06 in. at 12 ft/sec, decreasing to -0.?2 in. at 
16 ft,/sec ma ramining at this value up to 38 ft/sec. The lnterpclatea 
values of water surface deflection are given in Table III at 1 ft/sec 
intemf& from 4 ft/sec to 40 ft/sec and the corresponding curve is 
shown in Fig.!%. 
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TABLE I 

Water surface deflection menswments, screened condition 

CFiZTlage Wedge 2.1in. aft of Wedge 26.7 in. aft of 
Speed balance attachment 

(ftysec) 
balance attachment 

c a m. Mean6d fi a 6a Mean 6d 
-- 

5 0.40 0.10 a.02 
0.85 0.20 +0.015 +0.018 

_.__----- __. ..--.- 
0.69 0.20 -0.025 0.43 0.01 to.10 8 0.80 0.21 -0 .Ol -0.018 1.02 0.17 +0.09 +0.095 
1.30 0.35 I -0.02 

0.83 0.32 -0.11 -D.ll 0.93 0.185 +0.05 
10 1.91 0.42 +0.06 +0.055 

0.45 0.35 -0.235 0.72 0.40 -0.22 -0.22 
12 0.90 0.435 -0.21 -0.235 1.49 0.595 -0.22 

1.15 Q-55 -0.26 

I.4 0.25 0.19 -0.125 -0.125 

0.50 0.21 
0.29 / 

-0.085 0.52 0.20 -0.07 
16 0.82 -0.085 -0.092 0.88 0.31 "0.09 -0.08 

1.28 0.43 -0.105 1.25 0.395 -0.08 

0.15 0.11 -0.07 0.55 0.19 -0.05 
20 0.48 0.20 -0.08 0.61 0.20 -0.045 -0.051 

0.75 0.27 -0.08 
-0.075 

0.45 -0.05 
0.88 0.29 -0.07 

3; 
. 0.48 -0.06 

0.35 0.15 -0.06 0.65 0.205 -0.04 
28 0.60 0.2151 -0.065 -0.053 1.35 0.40 -0.06 -0.05 

0.69 0.21 I -0.035 1.38 0.40 -0.05 
0.99 0.30 -0.05 
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l!ABLE II 

Water surface deflection measuremnts, 'correct airflow' condition 

carriage 
Speed 

(fthec) 

5 

8 

__-- 
10 

12 

16 

20 

28 

36 

Wedge 2.1in. aft of I 
balmce attachment 

Wedge 26.7 in. aft of I 
balance 

T 
a I 

0.80 0.20 

attachment 

sd I Mean gd 

-0.01 
-0.01 -0.01 

L 

0.70 0.19 
0.95 0.25 

0.99 0.28 

0.80 0.22 
0.91 0.26 
1.04 0.31 

0.32 0.105 
0.70 0.20 

0.64 0.20 
0.80 0.22 
1.12 0.28 
1.19 0.34 

-0.04 
-0.02 
-0.00 

-0.025 

-0.04 

0.77 
1.26 

0.205 
0.34 

-0.01 -0.015 0.83 0.23 
-0.02 

-0.03 -0.03 

-0.01 
-0.02 -0.017 
-0.02 

-0.02 -0.02 
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7TAEm III 

Water surface deflection and inclinxtion calibration standard model position 2.1 in. behind balance attachment 

Screened Condition 

Water Surface Water Surface 
Deflection Inclination 

(in.) (degrees) 

+O.Ol +0.03 

4.0 .Ol .-0.03 
+O.Ol -0.09 

0.00 -0.17 
-0.02 -0.26 
-0 -06 -0.34 

-0.11 -0.38 
-0.20 -0.18 
-0.23 -0.04 
-0.20 -0.02 
-0.13 -0.02 
-0.10 -0.03 
-0.09 -0.03 
4.08 -0.09 -0.04 -0.05 

-0.08 -0.06 
-0.08 -0.06 
-0.07 9.05 
-0.07 -0.05 
-0.07 -0.04 
-0.07 -0.03 

'Conxxt 
AirfloW' 

Conditior? 
Water surface 
Deflection 

(in.) 

0.00 
-- 

0.00 
-0.01 
-0.01 
-0.01 
-0.02 

-0.03 
-0.05 
-0.06 
-0.05 
-0.04 
-0.03 
-0.03 
-0.02 -0.02 

-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 

- 

carriage 
Speed 

Screened Gonditicn 

(rt/sec) 

25 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

Tater surface 
DC 3ection 

(in.) 

-0.06 

-0.06 
-0.06 
-0.05 
-0.05 
-0,05 
-0.05 
-0.04 
-0.04 
-0.04 
-0.03 
-0.03 
-0.03 

Water Surface 
Inclinaticn 

(degrees) 

-0.02 

-0.02 
-0.01 
-0,Ol 
-0,Ol 

- 0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

co.01 
i-o.01 
+O.Ol 
+0.02 

38 -0.02 co.02 
39 -0.02 +0.02 
40 -0.02 I +0.02 

'Correct 
Airflow' 

ConditiorP 
Water Surface 
Deflection 

(in.1 
-0.02 

-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.01 
-0.01 

* There was no measurable water surface inclination in the 'correct a.irf%d condition. 
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FIG. I. SKETCH OF N9 I CARRIAGE SHOWING 
MODEL AND FLAP POSITIONS. 

(FRONT FLAP SET FOR SCREENED TEST CONDITION). 
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FIG. 2. WATER SURFACE DEFLECTION BEHIND SCREEN. 
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FIG. S.(a a b) & 6. 
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FIG. S(a) WATER SURFACE DEFLECTION SCREENED 
CONDITION. 
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